
PROCEEDINGS

STAKEHOLDERS CONFERENCE ON REVIEW OF THE 
RADIATION HEALTH AND SAFETY BILLt 2010 HELD AT THE 

GTZ CONFERENCE HALL, AFYA HOUSE, 20th DECEMBER 2010

INTRODUCTION

Twenty-seven participants representing seventeen stakeholder organizations 
attended the conference. See list o f attendance in Appendix I.

In October 2010. the Radiation Protection Board wrote to stakeholders 
reminding them o f ihe review process for the Radiation Protection Act and 
requesting for relevant information that would make the process more 
inclusive and the scope of the proposed legislation relevant. Stakeholders 
submitted their input, and this second conference was organized to chart 
the way forward.

Participants were taken through a power point presentation on the usage, 
classification and regulation of conventional radiation sources and the 
associated radiation practices, The presentation was based on the feedback 
from the stakeholders. Further, the presentation gave an overview on the 
rcccm development towards the use of nuclear energy for electricity 
generation by the Ministry of Energy.

SUMMARY OF PRESENTATION

The PowerPoint presentation is attached as Appendix II.

k  was noted that in Kenya, like else where in the world, over 95% of public 
exposure to radiation comes from conventional radiation sources used in 
medicine, industry, agriculture, education and research. 5% of public 
exposure to radiation comes from natural sources and nuclear power plants.

Kenya enacted a Radiation Protection Law in 1982 largely to control the use 
of radiation sources in the medical Held. However, the use of radiation has 
now been extended to other sectors and has also significantly increased m 
the medical field, Also, environmental activities which enhance Naturally 
Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORMS} are in the development plan of the 
Ministry responsible for Mining. Further, a Nuclear Power Programme (NPP) 
was recently initiated by the Ministry of Energy to develop a nuclear pow'er 
plant in 10-15 years.
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Other areas of emerging concerns include but not limited to:-

(0 Public radiation exposure from mobile telephone Base Transceiver 
Stations (BTSs), microwaves, man made ultraviolet radiation and 
laser beam applications in medicine.

|ii) Radioactive waste management, where generators of radioactive 
waste art* stockpiling the wastes without the necessary safety and 
security controls.

(Hi) Extended use of radioactive materials and irradiating devices in 
various programmes across all sectors of our economy.

Therefore, t( has become necessary for Kenya to legislate necessary legal 
regimes for the effective control of applications of conventional radiation 
sources on one hand and, nuclear materials and energy on the other hand. 
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) defines “nuclear material* 
and categorizes •‘irradiating devices and radioactive materials* for purposes 
of legal control.

PLENARY DISCUSSIONS

• NEMA is concerned about the widespread and rampant public 
exposure to Non-Ionizing Radiation (MR) from the mobile telephone 
Base Transceiver masts now dotting our environment everywhere. U is 
therefore important to bring this radiation field under urgent 
regulation, to mitigate against long*term consequences of exposure to 
NIR through a Radiation Health and Safety Law.

• Participants also cited lack of control In the use of ultra violet 
electrical bulbs for sterilization, use of domestic microwave 
appliances, and the use of laser beams in medical diagnosis and 
treatment.

• The Ministry of Energy representative affirmed the formation of the 
Nuclear Electricity Project Committee (NEPC) with mandate to develop 
a Nuclear Power Programme for the Country. The committee will 
develop the various nuclear laws necessary to control the use of 
nuclear energy for purposes of generating electric power, desalination 
of seawater, etc.

There is no nuclear policy in place and that development of such 
policy may form part of the NEPC business in the future. A Nuclear 
Power Policy will inform the legal and institutional framework for the 
Nuclear Power programme. Several laws will be required to regulate 
and control the various aspects of a nuclear power programme. Such 
laws may include but not limited lo:-

• Nuclear Energy Law - to control generation and utilization of nuclear 
energy..
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- Nuclear Safety and Security Control Law -  to provide for limitation
of risks to National Security, safety* dontamiinarton of the environment 
and, enforcement of the UN's Non-Profcratibn Treaty (NPT) in totality.

- Nuclear C ivil Liability Law -  to provide for civil liability for nuclear 
injury' or damage.

- Nuclear fuel waste Law -  to provide for long-term management of 
nuclear fuel waste.

- Uranium mining and enrichment Law - to provide for safe and 
secure operations in a uranium enrichment plant.

However, participants noted with concern that some key stakeholder
organizations were not represented in the Committee. It was said that
lack of such representation may cause functional overlaps once the
committee starts to execute its mandate,

REGULATORY INFRASTRUCTURES

The facilitator explained that. the practice in the World is that. Radiation 
Protection Regulatory Bodies control the use of conventional radiation 
devices and radioactive materials in the public domain, while Nuclear 
Regulatory bodies control the use of nuclear materials and the generation 
and utilization of Nuclear energy. Some laws in the world combine the two 
regulatory bodies in one document while in others the two different 
regulatory bodies are legislated in separate laws.

The National Council for Science and Technology fNCST) is the International 
Atomic Energy Agency’s (IAEA) National Liaison Office.(NLO) for Kenya, The 
NCST informed participants that the IAEA favours one regulatory body for 
ease of communication with member states* espec»a% in countries where 
there is no National Liaison Office.

CASE STUDIES

(I) In the Republic of South Africa ($A) there are three regulatory 
directorates: Nuclear Energy Corporation of SA (NECSA), National 
Nuclear Regulator (NNR) and the Department of Health. This 
system is experiencing a few regulatory challenges and difficulties 
due to functional overlaps in the various laws. It would seem the 
laws were made without foil consultations amongst the 
stakeholders.

(it) The Federal Republic of Nigeria has one regulator with two 
directorates for Nuclear Energy and conventional radiation sources 
respectively. However, due to the emphasis placed on nuclear 
energy, the regulatory aspect for conventional radiation sources is 
facing challenges, yet this Is the sector contributing to over 95% of 
radiation exposure to the population.
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(Hi) Ghana combines both regulatory arms in the one law but only runs 
a research nuclear reactor and would therefore require more laws
 to govern their proposed nuclear power programme.

(iv) Tanzania combines both regulatory arms in one law but does hot
h ave  a n  active n u c lear pow er program m e.

(v) in the USA, there are two regulatory regimes, one for Nuclear 
Energy (Nuclear Regulatory the other for the
protection of people and the environment from harmful exposure to , 
radiation from conventional sources in any socio-economic sector. 
This model runs smoothly as each has. a clear regulatory mandate 
with clearly defined

(vi) The Canadian Radiation Protection Bureau is mandated to protect 
the health of Canadians by assessing and managing the risks 
nosed by radiation exposure in living, working and recreational 
environments while the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission 
oversees and regulates the nuclear power industry. The two 
regulatory regimes are said to he running smoothly.

(vii) In the United Kingdom (UK), there Are different regulatory bodies 
town in their tews, Use Radiological Protection Act provides ter the
nf tmâ  — -*- - * ift— <ilj <» f — —*-— _ s. <&- toftd̂iteanal r t -..• A?.. ,_.• ..•! fr—— —ftflucmii Kaoioiogicai rnweewon tKarrs, tow .tsstwoaeuvc aMosranccs 
Act estaMlirihes an Mtocetotatolsr Mattsttetd radiattort sources 
and radioactive waste and Hue Hktotear installations Act provides 
forcontrol of certain j3to # ^  toa^RMi»to arid Operations.

From the plenary deliberations and iBe ease studies «be*e, the fallowing

1. The OotfehUhaitt, through die MtWstiY *&. Health and Sanitation, 
should urgently consider reefeten of dtae existing Radiation Protection 
Act Into a Radiation Health and Safety Aet with an independent 
Directorate of Radiatbn Health and Safety, to control the expanded and 
extertoed m e of conventional radiation totiretoi in the 
agriculture, research, edtotetfeifc txmsmtottenv tolee^muitieadctotL cto-

2* The QovemnMmt, ihrou^t Oie Mxtstetity $  ®ae*Piy* sdioukl alto prepare 
comprehensive nuclear tews npeessaiy to run a nuclear power 
pragratnme as enuim»at^I tfim e* Nttoĥ ii' laws cart be controlled team 
the relevant Ministries nf the davmneu, except ter the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NR£§ or ita ekfyuvnteftt, wdrfch must be 
in the Office of the PresWeat. IWa. will ttô trie the necessary 
independence of the NEC as required -% life 1A^.
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3. The Government through Of Energy should • consider
representation of th e fo llowing key organizations in the
Nuclear Electricity Project Committee:

(i) National Environment Management Authority 
.(«) Kcriya Aswrciauonof^
IBs) Caettml Organization *# Tradf-Uhli^
ji*J ChU.aocSciy
<v) Radiation F^tcetk>nBoard

4, Participants appreciated -Ife* vmfattitoBt -im& requested tor more regular 
rollings with Che Board*

FACILITATOR
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